The Bridge Reliability in Networks (BRAN) methodology introduced in the companion paper is applied to evaluate the reliability of part of the highway bridge network in South Carolina, USA, under a selected seismic scenario. The case study demonstrates Bayesian updating of deterioration parameters across bridges after spatial interpolation of data acquired from limited instrumented bridges. The updated deterioration parameters inform aging bridge seismic fragility curves through multidimensional integration of parameterized fragility models, which are utilized to derive bridge failure probabilities. The paper establishes the correlation structure among bridge failures from three information sources to generate realizations of bridge failures for network level reliability assessment by Monte Carlo analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Network level bridge reliability studies provide critical information for risk assessment and life-cycle cost analysis of bridges in transportation systems. Specifically, seismic reliability assessment of bridge networks helps the owners of transportation systems make informed decisions on post-event accessibility of critical points in the network, estimate losses from seismic scenarios, or evaluate the criticality of bridges for maintenance and retrofit prioritization.
Earthquakes have historically caused considerable damage to highway bridge systems. For example, events such as the 1989 Loma Prieta (Board et al. 1994 (Board et al. ), 1994 Northridge (Schiff a) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Rice University, Houston TX 77005 bridge failures. The current Application paper implements this methodology to part of the bridge network in the state of South Carolina, USA, to evaluate its connectivity reliability for a defined seismic scenario. The bridge failure probabilities are computed for the extensive damage state for which long term bridge functionality is impaired. The case study transportation system surrounds the state capital in Charleston with important facilities and urban infrastructure, and expands over an active seismic zone where a significant historic seismic event occurred in 1886. Over 83% of the bridges in the network belong to the category of non-seismically designed bridges (pre-1990 construction) , and have been characterized by previous researchers as seismically vulnerable (Nielson and DesRoches 2007) . Additionally, highway bridges in this network are over 40 years old on average and hence, susceptible to aging and deterioration mechanisms which affect seismic vulnerability, as confirmed in a recent study by Rokneddin et al. (2011) .
Previous studies on the seismic vulnerability of highway bridges in the region highlight potential bridge susceptibility (e.g. Wong et al. 2005; Padgett et al. 2010) ; however, they do not consider the effects of aging and network-level performance.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section introduces the test bed transportation system by elaborating on the existing bridge classes and topological characteristics of the network. The following two sections (Stage A of BRAN methodology) discuss the modeling of aging highway bridge fragilities in the network. Deterioration parameters across all bridges are updated after conducting spatial interpolation of available field-acquired data for only a limited number of bridges. Then, parameterized fragility models are developed to compute aging bridge failure probabilities for the selected seismic scenario. To evaluate the network reliability (Stage B), a correlation structure is formed to represent dependencies among bridge failure probabilities and is used along with the computed bridge failure probabilities to generate samples for an efficient Markov Chain Monte Carlo network reliability algorithm. The final section presents results and discussions that reveal the impacts of deterioration parameter updating and different levels of correlations on network reliability. The paper ends with conclusions and future research opportunities. Figure 1 shows the case study highway bridge network in South Carolina, USA, along with the peak ground acceleration (PGA) contours resulting from a strong ground motion scenario of M w = 7.3, based on the largest contributing event to the 10% exceedance probability in 50 years seismic de-aggregation map of the region (USGS 2010) . The event's epicenter coincides with the epicenter of the historic 1886 Charleston earthquake, which is 20 km away from the center of Charleston. The PGA contours are computed using HAZUS-MH MR4 (FEMA 2009 ) with the weighted average of four attenuation relationships for central and eastern US, namely Atkinson and Boore (1995) , Toro et al. (1997) , Frankel et al. (2002) , and Campbell (2003) . The case study network lies in the greater Charleston area and includes bridges and roads along freeways, highways, and main roads encompassing the counties of Charleston, Berkeley, Orangeburg, Dorchester, and Colleton between Interstate-95 and the Atlantic Ocean.
DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY BRIDGE NETWORK
The bridge inventory is obtained from the National Bridge Inventory (FHWA 2010) and integrated with the GIS map of the region's roadways from TELEATLAS (2010) . The bridge network consists of a total of 509 highway bridges of nine different bridge classes categorized according to structure, material properties, and construction type (Table 1 ). The majority of these bridges do not include seismic detailing, and are also prone to the adverse effects of aging and deterioration given their age and proximity to the sea. A primary degrading agent, as elaborated in the companion Methodology paper, is airborne marine chlorides from the adjoining sea coast leading to corrosion deterioration of both exposed and embedded steel members. Two different marine exposure conditions are considered based on proximity to sea coast: a) marine splash zone for bridges located within 30ft (10m) from the sea coast, and b) marine atmospheric exposure for other bridges. The case study network shows 30 out of the 509 bridges to be in the marine splash zone exposure. This study models bridges as nodes and roads as connecting links for network representation of the highway bridge system. The network topology is identified by an adjacency matrix (A), which is a square matrix of size equal to the number of nodes in the network. Each entry A ij is equal to 1 if there is a direct link connecting node j to node i, and 0 otherwise. The authors previously studied the same region for seismic network reliability and ranking of priority bridges (Rokneddin et al. 2011) . However, the topological layout and associated matrix A of the current network differs from the previous study to avoid the formation of high degree nodes (nodes with many links attached). The existence of certain local roads without bridges in the former adjacency matrix provided alternative direct routes between pairs of bridges in the network, and hence, increased network accessibility. Although the layout with high-degree nodes is valid, the existence of such nodes challenges the conception that road networks are roughly mesh-like topological structures (i.e. grids). Furthermore, node degrees influence the criticality of nodes in importance measures that consider network topology. To address these concerns, all road intersections without a bridge that provide alternative routes in the current layout are equipped with virtual nodes in the current network layout to partition them and eliminate direct links.
These virtual nodes do not represent bridges, and only affect the formation and size of the new adjacency matrix to conform to mesh topologies seen in practice. Consequently, the average node degree in the current network layout is equal to 2.65. Moreover, nodes have a maximum degree of 6, comparable to values from mesh-like road network topologies.
SPATIAL INTERPOLATION AND BAYESIAN UPDATING OF DETERIORATION

PARAMETERS
SPATIAL INTERPOLATION OF DETERIORATION PARAMETERS
Accurate estimates of aging highway bridge fragilities for all bridges in the network require up to date information on deterioration parameters at all bridge locations. Since it is impractical to field-monitor every bridge in the transportation network, spatial interpolation techniques are employed to estimate the values of deterioration parameters for non-instrumented bridges from data made available by a limited number of instrumented bridges. This research applies the Kriging methodology for spatial interpolation, providing a simple yet efficient method to incorporate the correlation structure among observations while making predictions at unobserved locations. Since field instrumentation of bridges is considered to be an expensive and labor intensive procedure in practice, the number of bridges chosen for demonstration as 'field instrumented' is restricted to 100 out of the total 509 bridges in the network. The number of the sample points is consistent with the findings of Webster and Oliver (2008) and Trauth et al. (2010) , who recommend a minimum of 100 sample points for the construction of an appropriate variogram. Field instrumentations at each of the 100 bridge locations are assumed to gather data for the following deterioration parameters: 1) Surface chloride concentration (C s ), 2)
Chloride diffusion coefficient (D c ), and 3) Corrosion rate (r corr ). Along with the concrete cover depth, these parameters are the key elements used to predict the corrosion initiation time and rate of area loss of steel. Following other corrosion deterioration studies Frangopol 1998, 1999) , the deterioration parameters at monitored bridge locations are assumed to follow lognormal distributions with hypothetical mean values assigned from the range of estimates reported in Table 2 (based on actual field measurements reported in literature) for the two deterioration zone exposure conditions. Additionally, based on available studies, the coefficient of variation (δ) of the distribution for both C s and D c is assumed to be 0.5 (Suzuki et al. 1990; Vu and Stewart 2000) , while δ corresponding to r corr lies between 0.14-0.33 (Thoft-Christensen 1995; Frangopol et al. 1997; Val et al. 1998; Vu and Stewart 2000) . Funahashi (1990) b Uji et al. (1990) c Funahashi (1990) and Liam et al. (1992) d Mustafa and Yusof (1994) The same procedure applies to form the probability distributions of other deterioration parameters (D c and r corr ). Figure 3 demonstrates the approach of repeated sampling and Kriging interpolation across the region to determine the distribution of r corr at the specified unobserved bridge location. Both field acquired and estimated probability distributions of the deterioration parameters for all network bridges are regarded as new measurements, and are combined with historical estimates of deterioration parameters through Bayesian updating as discussed in the next section. 
BAYESIAN UPDATING OF DETERIORATION PARAMETERS
The Bayesian updating technique provide a rational statistical approach to integrate the new information available from field instrumentation and historically available data from previous knowledge or experience to obtain more accurate probabilistic models of bridge conditions. The distribution of deterioration parameters representing "new information" constitute the likelihood function distribution at all bridge locations and are obtained after field instrumentation or spatial instrumentation of instrumented data, as elaborated in the preceding section. In this study, historical estimates of lognormal distributions of C s and D c , representing the prior distribution, are assumed to have mean values equal to the central values of the ranges outlined in Table 2 and the same coefficient of variation (δ) of 0.5. Additionally, the prior historic distributions of r corr are obtained as a function of cover depth and water-cement ratio based on the equation proposed by Vu and Stewart (2000) . Table 3 reports the mean values of prior distributions of the corrosion deterioration parameters considered in this study. Table 2 While the general formulation for Bayesian updating is presented in the companion Methodology paper, closed form solutions exist for typical distribution types (such as normal and lognormal distributions), which relaxes the computational complexity of the updating procedure (Ang and Tang 2007) . 
PARAMETERIZED BRIDGE FRAGILITY ASSESSMENTS
Present day seismic fragilities for all network bridges are estimated in this study by a parameterized fragility estimation approach. While the companion Methodology paper elaborates on general details of this approach for all bridge types, the fragility assessment of a specific bridge class in the network-MSSS concrete girder bridge-is presented to demonstrate its application. The parameterized fragility approach requires the development of surrogate demand models after identifying input vector x, which consists of: i) deterioration affected structural parameters as revealed from previous studies by Padgett (2010, 2012) , and ii) critical bridge modeling parameters identified by Nielson (2005) following sensitivity studies on bridges located in Central and Southeastern US. These parameters are listed in Table 4 for the MSSS concrete girder bridge type.
DEVELOPMENT OF SURROGATE DEMAND MODELS
The response surface demand model provides a mathematical relationship between the dependent predicted values of a bridge component response and the independent predictor variables. The distinct advantage of such surrogate demand models lies in their flexibility to generate component specific demands given any combination of the input parameters without the need to conduct expansive computer simulations. The demand model fitting procedure begins with conducting nonlinear time-history analysis of finite element bridge models under earthquake loadings with bridge structural properties assigned from an experimental design matrix X obtained using the D-Optimal design strategy. For the experimental design procedure, the elements in input vector x are analyzed at five different levels with levels 1 and 5 (Table 4) corresponding to the minimum and maximum value of each design parameter. For the deterioration affected structural parameters (x 1 to x 4 ) levels 1 and 5 correspond to the pristine and severely deteriorated structural parameters, respectively, with the extent of deterioration computed using the aging models outlined in Padgett (2010, 2011) . On the other hand, the upper and lower levels corresponding to the critical bridge modeling parameters (x 5 to x 7 ) are adopted from Nielson (2005 (2001) and Rix and Fernandez (2004) ground motion suite has PGA intensities between 0.03 to 0.75g. While the adopted ground motions cover the lower range of intensity measure present in the network, it does not comply with the upper range.
Consequently, component response estimations using the developed response surface models involve predictions for high PGA intensities beyond the original training set. A preliminary investigation conducted by the authors on the most popular bridge class (MSSS Slab) revealed that the extrapolated mean estimates using the developed metamodels are within satisfactory limits when compared to the predicted means from the metamodel fitted to the analysis data for original and scaled ground motions (to cover the wide PGA range in the network). While it is acknowledged that metamodels should be used with caution for extrapolations beyond the training set, the developed response surface metamodels for the unscaled original earthquake records are adopted with confidence based on the findings from the preliminary study.
Appropriate transformation of variables is often required in model fitting process to attain conforming multilinear response surface metamodels. While several forms of data transformations such as square-root transformation or inverse transformation exist, the logarithmic transformation (used in this study) is particularly helpful when the variable of interest ranges over several orders of magnitude (Shome and Cornell 1999; Cornell et al. 2002) .
The response surface metamodel adopted in this study is an extension of the seismic demand model proposed by Shome and Cornell (1999) , including bridge parameters x 1 to x 7 in addition to im after pertinent variable transformation to the lognormal space. While the general form of the adopted metamodel is presented in the companion paper, the constant, linear and interaction coefficients pertaining to 8 different bridge component responses (Table 5) Table 5 . Although in general the response surface models provide a good fit to the component response data, the adjusted R 2 values are relatively low for certain bridge components. Future studies will inspect other statistical learning techniques to improve the fit while capturing of the response of these bridge components. The generated response surface demand models will be used to generate bridge fragility curves as demonstrated in the subsequent section. 
PARAMETERIZED FRAGILITY FORMULATION
Bridge component and system level fragility curves are derived in this study through logistic regression after constructing binary (survival/failure) vectors of Bernoulli trials for each of the critical bridge components listed in Table 5 . The vectors of Bernoulli trials are formed by Monte Carlo simulations, comparing 50,000 point estimates of seismic demands (sampled from the component-specific metamodels) and capacities (sampled from the component-specific limit state distributions for the extensive damage state (Nielson and DesRoches (2007) ) for random combinations of im and x i 's (i = 1,...,7). The system-level Bernoulli vector follows from the series system assumption, where the failure of any bridge component indicates system failure.
Finally, logistic regression is conducted using the system-level Bernoulli vector to estimate bridge system failure conditioned on ground motion intensity and the bridge parameters 
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRATION OF PARAMETERIZED FRAGILITY
MODELS
The multi-dimensional integration example presented here focuses on an MSSS concrete girder bridge built in 1922 and located in the marine atmospheric exposure zone. The fieldinstrumented/spatially interpolated and statistically updated deterioration parameters (C s , D c , and r corr ) derived from the techniques elaborated in the previous section are used to assess the extent of corrosion deterioration suffered by the column reinforcing bars and bearing dowel bars.
Other forms of deterioration mechanisms encountered by this bridge include: increase in shear modulus of the elastomeric bearing pads due to thermal oxidation, and concrete cover spalling due to accumulation of rust products. Table 6 shows the statistical distributions of each of the deterioration affected structural parameters (x 1 to x 4 ) corresponding to the present day bridge conditions. Also shown in the table are the typical statistical distributions corresponding to critical bridge modeling parameters (x 5 to x 7 ) for MSSS concrete bridges located in the Central and Southeastern US as identified by Nielson (2005) . thus obtained, is similar to a 'classical' fragility curve, although it incorporates all the effects of aging and deterioration and their associated uncertainties. It is noted that parameters x 1 to x 7 are assumed to be statistically independent which enables the multi-dimensional integration over each parameter specific distribution without constructing the joint probability density function. 
The fragility curves derived using the proposed parameterized formulation and subsequent multi-dimensional integration are compared with the traditional state-of-the-practice method for fragility analysis. In the conventional method, surrogate demand models conditioned only on im are developed using component responses obtained from finite element analysis of bridge samples constructed through Latin Hypercube sampling of deterioration and modeling parameters. Finally, the derived fragility curve is characterized by a lognormal distribution with a median and dispersion value. This practical fragility development method has been widely adopted by researchers to determine analytical fragility curves for as-built pristine bridges (Choi state-of-the-art methodology is considerably bridge specific and would result in intractable number of simulations while deriving fragility curves for 509 bridges in the network. This also highlights the potential advantage of proposed parameterized fragility models pertaining to their ability to efficiently generate fragility curves by integrating out the critical bridge parameters depending on application and data availability. values differ only by 6.5%, the dispersion values vary significantly by almost 25%. The reduced dispersion value of the fragility curve obtained using the proposed approach can be attributed to the improved fit of the multi-dimensional surrogate demand models to component responses.
These surrogate models benefit from extra predictors (x 1 to x 7 ) in addition to im which lead to better approximation to component responses as compared to single-parameter demand models (conditioned only on im) in the state-of-the-practice fragility methodology.
Similar conditioned-on-im-only fragility curves, for the extensive damage state are developed in this study for all 509 bridges in the case study network after incorporating the effects of aging and degradation by multi-dimensional integration, which concludes Stage A of the BRAN methodology. The median and dispersion values of the fragility curves for the 509 bridges are available in the supplemental materials. Point estimates of failure probability are identified for each bridge in the network from the fragility curves and PGA at each bridge site (Figure 1 ).
These failure probabilities are used to assess network-level reliability in Stage B.
REALIZATION OF CORRELATED BRIDGE FAILURES
Stage B of the BRAN methodology evaluates the bridge network reliability while explicitly including correlations among bridge failure probabilities. The extra correlations, as described in the companion Methodology paper, refer to correlations stemming from similarities among structural vulnerability of bridges which are not included in bridge structural models, as well as The condition ratings of bridge structures from (FHWA 2010) are qualitative scores (from 0 at worst to 10 at best) assigned to bridges based on structural condition by bridge inspectors. The FRC refers to the classification of the roads carried on bridges, and is adopted from TELEATLAS highway maps (Table 7) . Finally, the topological characteristics of the highway network refer to the indices that characterize its topology as a graph. The bridge network is topologically represented by a graph in which bridges (nodes) are connected by highway segments (links). Network science offers metrics to evaluate the level of topological similarities between pairs of nodes in a network, among which a degree-based similarity metric, the degree assortativity, is used in this study since it directly provides a correlation ratio. The degree assortativity establishes pair-wise bridge correlations based on the node degree (i.e. the number of highway segments directly connected to a bridge), and the similarity of their immediate neighboring bridges. The evaluated similarity between two nodes within the network is compared to that in a random network where connections are arbitrary.
The effects of corrosion and environmental agents on bridge failure probabilities are already considered in bridge structural models, and therefore, the evaluated bridge failure probabilities 
where r ij is the similarity metric's value between nodes i and j, and i A denotes the mean value of the i th row of the adjacency matrix. The value of r varies in [-1, 1], presenting a correlation ratio that is readily applicable to form the topological correlation matrix.
Correlation ratios in R 1 and R 2 are informed by the National Bridge Inventory and TELEATLAS databases, respectively, and require a function to transform the perceived similarities between two bridges into a correlation ratio. To be consistent with the existing research which generally prefers an exponentially decaying function (e.g. Bocchini and Frangopol, 2011) , this study elects a function in the form of Equation 4, reflecting user discretion rather than real data analysis: Figure 6 demonstrates the initial values assumed in this study and the fitted curves to evaluate the entries of R 1 and R 2 . For instance, Figure 6b associates the maximum and minimum differences in the FRC levels with correlation ratios of -0.4 and 1, respectively. The fitted function reduces correlation levels at the limits to -0.33 and 0.83. Figure 6 . Estimated correlation ratios between bridges i and j for a) the difference in condition ratings, and b) the difference in the Functional Road Class. The differences between the condition ratings in the NBI database vary from 0 to 8, while the FRCs differ by 0 to 5 levels ( Table 7) . The fitted function is derived by Equation 4 fitted to the initial estimates.
The correlation ratios from the three constituent matrices are not final yet, as they must be examined for compatibility with the failure probabilities of bridges. The width of the admissible range of correlation ratios between two bridges is a function of the difference between their failure probabilities, with larger differences resulting in a narrower admissible range of correlation ratios. The same admissible ranges apply to all three constituent matrices since the ranges solely depend on bridge failure probabilities. Two auxiliary matrices, R min and R max , store the minimum and maximum allowable correlation ratios, respectively, and all elements R q,ij are transformed to the admissible range [R min The normalized error metric (E) introduced in the companion Methodology paper measures the level of changes in the correlation ratios in the modification process. For the original estimates in 0 ′ R , E is computed to be 5%. The small produced error supports the choice of the three information sources to establish the correlation matrix. Although correlation ratios are not estimated based on real post-earthquake data analysis, they at least show reasonable compatibility with bridge failure probabilities. Nevertheless, it must be noted that compatibility does not necessarily imply accuracy of estimates. Therefore, the impact of varying correlation levels on network reliability is investigated in the sensitivity analysis offered in the next section.
SIMULATING BRIDGE FAILURE REALIZATIONS
The companion To increase the efficiency of computations, independent failures are generated using quasi random numbers rather than common pseudo-random number generators.
This research uses the Sobol sequence to generate quasi random numbers for its superior performance in high dimensional problems (Morokoff and Caflisch 1995; Boyle et al. 1997 ). To conclude Stage B, realizations of correlated bridge failures are combined with independent failure realizations to form a data-frame consisting of N MC realizations of the n-dimensional binary random variable. For sensitivity analysis, eleven data-frames are generated corresponding to the shifted correlation matrices , 0.5,...,0.5.
The data-frames are used to evaluate the network reliability by the modified MCMC. Figure 7 shows the frequency distribution of the failure probabilities corresponding to the 509 bridges in the network. Evidently, the majority of the bridges have extreme failure probabilities.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A significant percentage of the bridges with very low failure probabilities are comprised of MSSS Slab, MSC Slab, SS Concrete, and SS Steel bridges which are found to be relatively nonvulnerable to the scenario seismic event owing to minimal bearing deformations and low column demands (for multi-span bridges) The low seismic vulnerability of these bridge types is in agreement with similar findings by Rokneddin et al. (2011) . Bridges with high failure probabilities tend to belong to the aging MSC Steel, MSSS Steel, and MSSS Concrete girder bridge classes characterized by high demands on column, bearing and abutment deformations and are primarily concentrated near the epicenter characterized by high PGA intensity. The network-level reliability objective in this study is to maintain connectivity between the origin and destination nodes depicted in Figure 1 . The defined objective is concerned with the accessibility of populated areas of the city from the outside area for relief actions after a major earthquake such as the considered scenario. simulations. The correlated scenario, on the other hand, needs 100,000 simulations. Figure 8 suggests that the original estimates for extra correlations among bridge failures improve the reliability of the case study network by reducing its failure probability from around 0.55 to 0.51. Figure 9 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis, along with the associated error E for each λ ′ R . Figure 9 (a) suggests that overall, more positive correlations improve the reliability of the case study network. On the other hand, the failure probability generally increases as λ moves towards negative values before dropping at λ = -0.5. In spite of this increase, the failure probability does not reach that of the independent scenario. The range of failure probability variations is around 20% of the failure probability associated with the original estimates (0.51),
which emphasizes the impact of extra correlations and underlines the need to develop postearthquake-data-driven models to better estimate the extra correlations. Figure 9 (b) shows that the error associated with λ ′ R stabilizes for more positive correlates and sharply increases for more negative correlation levels; suggesting that correlation values less than the original estimates would be far less compatible with bridge failure probabilities.
(a) (b) Figure 9 . The impact of varying λ on: a) the probability of failure in the case study network, and b) the error term associated with λ ′ R by compatibility modifications.
Several past studies on the seismic reliability of bridge networks have suggested that neglecting correlations results in underestimation of losses at the network level (e.g. Bommer and Crowley (2006) and Lee and Kiremidjian (2007) ). It is important to note that those studies have considered different types of correlations (hazard intensities in terms of inter-and intraevent errors, and seismic response of structures) and present the results for a different limit state (loss in monetary terms rather than network connectivity). Neglecting the spatial correlations resulting from of inter-and intra-event error terms is commonly assumed to underestimate the assessed loss in a portfolio of structures. However, for the network connectivity reliability with extra correlations, the impact depends on the correlation signs and the topology of the network, and may vary among different networks.
To further investigate the impact of extra correlations on network reliability assessments, two different scenarios are studied in which the origin and destination nodes have changed to produce tail failure probabilities in the case study network. Figure 10 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis on the failure probability of these scenarios with the same range of λ values as before.
To be consistent with the original case study, the simulations continue until the standard deviation of reliability estimates reaches 0.005. As expected, the extra correlations have far less influence on extreme failure probabilities.
(a) (b) Figure 10 . The impact of varying λ on the network failure probability with: a) an origin-destination pair resulting in extremely high failure probability, and b) an origin-destination pair resulting in a very low probability of failure.
The significance of incorporating field instrumentation data is also examined by comparing bridge failure probabilities in Figure 7 with those obtained without updating historical deterioration parameters. For the original case study example, bridge failure probabilities are found to be underestimated or overestimated by as much as 115% and 55%, respectively.
Additionally, more than 80% of bridge failure probabilities change by ± 25% when field instrumentation data is not incorporated in the case study network. At the network level, the probability of failure for the three-source correlation structure reduces from 0.51 to 0.45 when updating of historical deterioration estimates is not implemented.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a case study application of the two-stage bridge reliability assessment in networks (BRAN) methodology. Part of the highway bridge network in South Carolina, USA, is studied under a large seismic scenario for network-level connectivity reliability between selected origin and destination points. The aging 509 bridges in the network are categorized into nine different bridge classes depending on material and bridge type. Bridge failure probabilities are estimated using a parameterized fragility formulation and hypothetical deterioration parameter data obtained from field instrumentation and spatial interpolation. Since all factors influencing the simultaneous failure of bridges in seismic scenarios are not integrated into the bridge structural modeling, correlations among bridge failure probabilities (i.e., extra correlations) are estimated and incorporated in the assessment of the case study bridge network reliability. In lack of post-earthquake-data-driven models to evaluate the correlations among bridge failure probabilities, three sources of information (i.e., bridge condition ratings, functional road classes, and the network topology) are employed to estimate the extra correlations and form the correlation matrix. The correlation matrix is modified for compatibility with bridge failure probabilities and used to generate correlated bridge failure realizations, which are finally used in a modified Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation framework to estimate the network reliability.
Several bridge classes, especially slab type and simply supported bridges, are relatively nonvulnerable to seismic events due to low seismic demands on bearings and columns. On the contrary, proximity to the epicenter of the earthquake makes many bridges highly vulnerable.
Therefore, the majority of bridges (77%) in the network have either extremely high or low probabilities which make their failures independent. Forming the overall correlation matrix for the remaining 23% requires modifications for compatibility with bridge failure probabilities, which result in a relative change in the final correlation matrix two-norm of approximately 5%.
The impact of different correlation levels on the reliability of the case study network is investigated by a sensitivity analysis with shifting the estimated correlations ratios towards their minimum and maximum admissible values. Network reliability simulations reveal that more positive correlations generally improve the connectivity reliability in the case study network, resulting in up to 0.09 increase in the network reliability where the network failure probability without accounting for correlations is around 0.54. This finding does not contradict the existing literature on the assessment of losses to a portfolio of structures, since those assessments consider different limit states such as the level of loss in monetary terms. The best-estimate correlation matrix which is established from the three information sources is also found to improve the network reliability by around 0.03 over the independent case. The impact of extra correlations on network connectivity reliability is a function of the signs of correlation ratios as well as the network topology, and may vary among different networks. The importance of incorporating deterioration parameter data from field instruments is also emphasized. The case study reveals that some bridge failure probabilities are either underestimated or overestimated by as large as 115% and 55% when only historical estimates of deterioration parameters are used.
Moreover, network reliability assessment by ignoring field instrumentation data underestimates the reliability of the case study network by 0.06.
The aim of the BRAN methodology is to present a comprehensive approach that integrates the parameterized aging bridge fragility modeling with enhanced Monte Carlo based network reliability analysis in highway bridge networks. The framework is general enough to incorporate improvements in the future, such as more advanced surrogate demand models and flow-based network reliability objectives. Critical bridges in transportation networks for retrofit prioritization and other actions can be identified from network reliability results of BRAN.
Opportunities for future work exist in investigating propagation of uncertainty at various stages of the BRAN methodology as well as simultaneously accounting for inter-and intra-event correlation terms in a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis.
